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found my Mom and Dad hovering over my bed. The Adams and Rev. Parker were there, too. All of
them had tears in their eyes. They had also looked relieved. Had something happened during
surgery? Before I could ask aloud the question that I was asking myself, my parents were gently
hugging and kissing me. Tearfully, they had also told me that my heart had stopped for two
minutes during surgery. With that said, it had been decided in the end that the doctors would keep
me in the hospital two weeks longer than expected. For the next two years, I endured countless
chemo and radiation, as well as surgeries. During this time, I also attended homeschool. Even
though I wished I could join my friends in regular school, I enjoyed being home-schooled. At the time
it was the best option for me. After two of chemo treatments, radiation, and surgeries, it was finally
time for me to be on remission. It was also time for me to rejoin...
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A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to learn. it was actually writtern extremely properly and valuable. I discovered this publication
from my i and dad recommended this publication to find out.
-- Ja n Schowa lter
Very helpful to all of group of people. It is one of the most incredible pdf i have study. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of studying a
published ebook.
-- Gust K upha l
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